NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

LEGEND
- WALL MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN
- WALL MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- ACCESS AISLE
- PRECAST PARKING BLOCK

CONSTRUCTION NOTES
1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

KEY MAP
NOT TO SCALE
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER.

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

LEGEND

- WALL MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE 106.C2.01
- WALL MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE 106.C2.01
- ACCESS AISLE, SEE 106.C2.01
- PROJECT LIMIT
- STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- PRECAST PARKING BLOCK 106.C2.02

KEY MAP

NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

KEY MAP

NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

LEGEND

- WALL MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.07 C2.01
- POST MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.07 C2.01
- WALL MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.07 C2.01
- POST MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.07 C2.01
- ACCESS AISLE/CROSSWALK, SEE C1.07 C2.01
- PROJECT LIMIT
- STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- PRECAST PARKING BLOCK

SCALE IN FEET

20 0 20 40
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

ENLARGED VIEW

1" = 4'

LEGEND

- Wall Mounted NO Parking Sign, SEE C1.08 C2.01
- Wall Mounted ADA Parking Sign, SEE C1.08 C2.01
- Access Aisle, SEE C1.08 C2.01

NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER.

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

KEY MAP

NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

SCALE IN FEET

10 0 10 20
NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

KEY MAP

SCALE IN FEET

NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
**NOTES**

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER.

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

**CONSTRUCTION NOTES**

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

**LEGEND**

- WALL MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE C.11.C2.01
- WALL MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE C.11.C2.01
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- ACCESS AISLE C.11.C2.01
- PRECAST PARKING BLOCK C.11.C2.02
- STALL NUMBERS FOR COORDINATION

**KEY MAP**

NOT TO SCALE
CONSTRUCTION NOTES
1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

ENLARGED VIEW
1" = 4'

LEGEND
- WALL MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.13 C2.01
- PROJECT LIMITS
- WALL MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.13 C2.01
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- ACCESS AISLE C1.13 C2.01
- PRECAST PARKING BLOCK C1.13 C2.02
1 STALL NUMBERS FOR COORDINATION
- BOLLARD C1.13 C2.01

NOTES
1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
LEGEND

- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
  STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBERS.

- PROJECT LIMITS
  ACCESS AISLE, SEE
  WALL MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN
  WALL MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

KEY MAP
NOT TO SCALE

SCALE IN FEET

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

C1.14
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. PROPOSED SPOT ELEVATIONS ARE RELATIVE TO THE NOTED REFERENCE POINT AND ELEVATION CHANGES SHOWN ARE SCHEMATIC. NO TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY WAS PERFORMED.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL PERFORM A FIELD SURVEY OF THE SITE AND WILL VERIFY AND CALCULATE ACTUAL ELEVATION CHANGES AT POINTS IDENTIFIED ON THE DRAWINGS AND PROVIDE TO THE ENGINEER FOR REVIEW BEFORE CONSTRUCTION. CHANGES UP TO 25% BETWEEN THE ESTIMATE AND ACTUAL CHANGE WILL RESULT IN NO CHANGE IN COST TO THE OWNER.

LEGEND

- POST MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE 4 C1.16 C2.01
- EXISTING CURB
- CONCRETE WALK SEE 5 C1.16 C2.01
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- BARRIER CURB, SEE 6 C1.16 C2.02
- POST MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE 4 C1.16 C2.01
- CONTRACTジョINT 7 C1.16 C2.02
- PRECAST PARKING BLOCK
- CONSTRUCT TO 7 C1.16 C2.02
- COBBLES

NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER.

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

SECTION A-A

NOT TO SCALE

SECTION B-B

NOT TO SCALE

VICINITY MAP

NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

LEGEND

- POST MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN 4
- POST MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN 4
- PROJECT LIMITS
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- ACCESS AISLE/WALKWAY 7
- STALL NUMBERS FOR COORDINATION
- PRECAST PARKING BLOCK 5

-0.24' PROPOSED SPOT ELEVATION, RELATIVE TO 0.0' POINT AT SW CORNER

(-0.3' ±) APPROXIMATE ELEVATION CHANGE IN COMPARISON TO EXISTING SURFACE.

- BARRIER CURB 6
- CONCRETE PAVING, SEE 5
- ASPHALT OVERLAY, SEE 6
- COBBLES
- GRADE BREAK LINE
- CONSTRUCTION JOINT
- CONTRACTION JOINT

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. PROPOSED SPOT ELEVATIONS ARE RELATIVE TO THE NOTED REFERENCE POINT AND ELEVATION CHANGES SHOWN ARE SCHEMATIC. NO TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY WAS PERFORMED.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL PERFORM A FIELD SURVEY OF THE SITE AND VERIFY AND CALCULATE ACTUAL ELEVATION CHANGES AT POINTS IDENTIFIED ON THE DRAWINGS AND PROVIDE TO THE ENGINEER FOR REVIEW BEFORE CONSTRUCTION. CHANGES UP TO 25% BETWEEN THE ESTIMATE AND ACTUAL CHANGE WILL RESULT IN NO CHANGE IN COST TO THE OWNER.
NOTES
1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.
2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER
3. INSTALL POST MOUNTED SIGNS ONE FOOT MINIMUM, TWO FEET PREFERRED, AWAY FROM PARKING EDGE FOR VEHICLE OVERHANG WHERE POSSIBLE.
4. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS NOTED.

WORK LOCATION 2

LEGEND
- PROJECT LIMITS
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- ACCESS AISLE/WALKWAY
- POST MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN
- POST MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN
- STALL NUMBERS FOR COORDINATION

KEY MAP
NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.
**LEGEND**

- Post mounted no parking sign, see C1.20 C2.01
- Project limits
- Proposed parking stripe
- Access aisle/walkway

**NOTES**

1. UW Transportation services to furnish parking signage for installer to install installer to provide signage posts where needed.

2. Stall number for coordination only. Do not paint number.

3. All proposed parking stalls shown are ADA unless otherwise noted.

**CONSTRUCTION NOTES**

1. Remove all parking striping and signage within project area prior to beginning construction.

**VICINITY MAP**

- Not to scale
- Scale in feet
- 20 0 20 40

**CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS**

- PAVEMENT STRIPING AND SIGNAGE PLAN PARKING LOT S01 MID LEVEL

- UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
- CAMPUS WIDE PARKING LOTS GRADING AND RESURFACING
- PHASE 1 PARKING LOTS PARKING LOT S01 MID LEVEL

- Ding Yang
- 811
  - 3110
- KNOW WHO'S BELOW
  - Call before you dig

- 311
- 811
NOTES

1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER.

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

LEGEND

- WALL MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.21 C2.01
- WALL MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.21 C2.01
- PROJECT LIMITS
- PROPOSED PARKING STRIPE
- ACCESS AISLE/WALKWAY C1.21 C2.01
- STALL NUMBERS FOR COORDINATION
- POST MOUNTED NO PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.21 C2.01
- POST MOUNTED ADA PARKING SIGN, SEE C1.21 C2.01

VICINITY MAP

NOT TO SCALE

SCALE IN FEET

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
TUNNEL PLAN
SCALE 1"=10'

LEGEND
- PROPOSED WALL MOUNTED HAND RAIL

WALL MOUNTED HAND RAIL, BOTH SIDES OF TUNNEL
LIGHT FIXTURE
EXISTING TELEPHONE
EXISTING DOOR PUSH BUTTON

REMOVE EXISTING WALL MOUNTED HAND RAIL, BOTH SIDES OF TUNNEL

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

SCALE IN FEET

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

HOSPITAL TUNNEL
HANDRAIL MODIFICATIONS

PHASE 1 PARKING LOTS
CAMPUS WIDE PARKING LOTS
GRADING AND RESURFACING

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
CONSTRUCTION NOTES
1. REMOVE ALL PARKING STRIPING, MARKING AND SIGNAGE WITHIN PROJECT AREA PRIOR TO BEGINNING CONSTRUCTION.

NOTES
1. UW TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

2. STALL NUMBER AND COMPACT NOTE FOR COORDINATION ONLY. DO NOT PAINT NUMBER OR "COMPACT".

3. ALL PROPOSED PARKING STALLS SHOWN ARE ADA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

VICINITY MAP
NOT TO SCALE
LEGEND

- RELOCATED PARKING SIGN LOCATION
- RELOCATED WHEEL STOP

NOTES

1. UN TRANSPORTATION SERVICES TO FURNISH PARKING SIGNAGE FOR INSTALLER TO INSTALL. INSTALLER TO PROVIDE SIGNAGE POSTS WHERE NEEDED.

VICINITY MAP
NOT TO SCALE

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

SCALE IN FEET

0 20 40
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. REMOVE EXISTING HANDRAILS.

2. IDENTIFY AND GRIND LOCATIONS WHERE SLOPES EXCEED 8.3% ON THE ADA RAMP.

3. INSTALL NEW HANDRAILS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE RAMP. ENSURE HANDRAILS EXTEND 12" MINIMUM BEYOND THE RAMP INTO LANDINGS ON BOTH ENDS.

PROFILE: W27 RAMP

SCALE: 1"=10'

EXIST RAMP SURFACE, SLOPE VARES, SOME AREA AS STEEP AS 9.9%

PROPOSED RAMP SURFACE, SLOPE ≤8.3%

12" MIN BEYOND GRADE BREAK

LEGEND

- PROPOSED HANDRAIL

1 C1.26 C2.02

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

SCALE IN FEET

10 0 10 20

NOT TO SCALE